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A Way to Survjve 

One night, in the middle of it, when 

I could not sleep, I began to think 

about failure and how to accomplish it: 

how not to succeed in business without 
really trying, how not to win 

the lottery, how to take each 
highly unrecommended step 
as carelessly as possible, how 
to lose friends and influence no one. 

Then I thought: Perhaps I am working 

too hard at missing the beat, perhaps 

some unconscious, but calculating, Darwinian 

sense is leading me, against my worst 

judgment, into choosing the surest 

way to survive, if nothing else. 

Philip S. Bryant 

The First Lesson of Beauty 
-To Lizzie B.-

Never turn 
away from 
your own beauty. 
It may gently 
tap you 
on the shoulder 
one day and 
you' II look back 
to a total 
stranger wondering 
what she wants of you
if you are in 
her way or just 
blocking her view. 
Step aside in deference 
to let her go by 
yet her walk and 
form, black curly head of hair. 
and air will look 
just like you 
moving farther ahead. 
You may 
think it an 
odd coincidence 
that you should 
meet someone 
so beautifully reminiscent 
as to have just walked 
out of one of your own dreams. 
Don't hesitate-
from a distance she turns 
and suddenly 
recognizes 
you like a long lost friend. 
Go ahead 
while she pauses there 
a moment-
waiting for you 
to catch up with her again. 
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Possibilities 
What I mean to say is that I love oats 

when they spill into the back of a pickup. 
I watch corn stalks turning the light into silk. 

That is why I go to the jack-in-the-pulpits, 
trilliums, shelf mushrooms, bloodroots and violets. 

I run the barefoot paths again, I find the deer track. 

Among other pleasures, I have stood on hills 

sailed over with blue and yellow, and I have 

lived in treetops, birds always at my feet. 

Cloud to ground, lightening to tree, the sky is 

dropping its apron full of rain. Let me tell 

how the blue walks backwards in the wind. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Rose Christie and Mette Forster 

The Novel: Differentiating Lessons 

"You mean we have to read the whole thing?" 
I stare dumbfoundedly at my students, "No, just every other page." 

"Really?! How many pages is it?" 
"Oh, 1000, and it's small print." I reply, matter of factly. A few 

catch the hyperbole, but I dare go no further. Fear is beginning to set in. 

"I've never read a whole book in my life." "Is there a movie of it? 

ii each;ng a novel ;s a challenge to os all, both teachm and students. As 

i I teachers, we finally are able to work with an idea. We sense a flow from 

-~ day to day as the story builds. Our planned activities seem directed and 

focused. And yet, we sense the apprehension felt by students. Some struggle to 

read anything over 5 pages. Others fear they'll get left behind and never catch up. 

And, still others wonder why it will take weeks to read a book they will devour in 

days. 

Each year we continue to work out ways to bring more students successfully 

through the novel. We want them to experience the richness of character and theme. 

We want them to follow an idea as it weaves through the plot. We want them to get 

hooked into reading. One method is to provide differentiated lessons adapted to 

the reading levels of the students. 

We currently developed these lessons for our English 9 classes. One of our classes 

is an inclusion class with 6-8 students given special instruction modifications. 

Another class is designated as a "cluster" class with 10 students qualifying for the 

gifted and talented programs. In addition, approximately 50 other students are 

taking a remedial reading class to prepare them for retesting on the Minnesota 

Basic Reading Test. Like many of you, this is a "typical" diverse classroom. 

We started with an outside, independent novel assignment. 

Students were given the choice of a novel. They could select a novel based upon 

their reading level and interests. Our criteria was minimal. An "A" novel had to be 

300 or more pages; a "B" novel was 200 +; a "C" novel was 100+. Students were 

to have the novel approved by the teachers. Students in the inclusion class or reading 

development classes selected books or were directed to books often read in 6-8th 

grade. Gary Paulsen was a popular choice. These students often then chose to read 

2 books. Most students came with recent "best seller" novels suggested by their 

parents such as Tom Clancy or John Grisham. 

This assignment was more successful that we had anticipated. Students were 

very honest about their reading level and were enthused about THEIR choice. 
23 
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The Word Behind the Word 

This morning I can remember a word 

that was lost last night, hidden behind 

some other words: shy child, slipping 

out of the photograph, leaving only the 

shadow of a shoulder behind, unnoticeable 

unless you knew she was there. 

Lonestar. I said it and thought how 

different it was from the word Texas, 

which had smiled into my mouth 

last night and made me think of 

ten-gallon hats and steaks on a grill. 

And how different also from Lodestar 

or Star of the North: not guiding, 

but lonely in its state of mind. 

Transportation 

This morning I heard a cicada, 

just the one, and later the 

drumming of muffled engines 

on the street above my eyebrows. 

About ten, as if it came from 

within, I heard the reedy 

throttled steam-boat whistle 

out on the lake. The town 

circled down the hill and settled 

behind my right shoulder. Noon, 

and heavy trucks were shifting 

gears along a sharp incline. I felt 

them rumble up the roof of my 

skull, airplanes buzzing around 

one ear, and words leaving 

my mouth like yellow taxis .. 
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FREEWAY280 

Lorna Dee Cervantes 

Lorna Dee Cervantes is a poet of Mexican descent. she is also the founder and 

senior editor of Mango Publications. Born in San Francisco, Cervantes observed 

the ways freeways changed the local landscape. In "Freeway 280," Cervantes 

intertwines her thoughts about nature and personal identity. 

LAS CASITAS
1 

NEAR T~ GRAY CANNERY. 

nestled amid wild abrazos of climbing roses 

and man-high red geraniums 

are gone now. The freeway conceals it 

all beneath a raised scar. 

But under the fake windsounds of the open lanes, 

in the abandoned lots below, new grasses sprout, 

wild mustard remembers, old gardens 

come back stronger than they were, 

Nurture Young Minds 

with Multicultural Literature 

Hear My Voice 

A Multicultural Anthology of Literature 

from the United States 

(Grade 7-12) 

Laurie King, Editor 

Designed to stand alone or be infused in an existing curriculum, Hear My Voice 

combines a Student Anthology, a Teacher's Guide, and a sup-plemental 

Bibliography. 

The Anthology offers more than 70 poems, essays, autobiographies, short stories, 

and novel excerpts, plus reproductions of contemporary art that encourages readers 

to consider universal themes in the arts. A colorful landscape of United States 
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literature is in~roduce~ by voices such as Alice Walker, N. Scott Momaday, Maya 

An~elou, Lo~1se Erdnch, Gary Soto, Martin Luther King, Jr., Tillie Olsen, Dwight 

Ok1ta, and Victor Hernandez Cruz. Six Units explore universal themes and help 

students connect the literature they read to the world around them. 

The Teacher's Gui~e features a wealth of response-based activities that deepen 

stude~ts unders~a~~mg of the selections in the Anthology and longer literary works. 

Mean1_ngful act1v1t1es encourage personal and social discovery through a myriad 

of topics such as po~try, writing, classroom publishing, film critiques, debates, 

and more. 

Finall~, a supplemental annotated Bibliography, organized according to themes 

found m the Anthology and Teacher's Guide, present nearly 200 classic and 

contemporary entries by authors from a wide range of cultures throughout the 

United States. 
1 

Little houses. 
2 

Bear hugs. 
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Your Luck 

When, after many luckless years, 

you stop entering contests 

and every sweepstakes envelope 

--even the ones 

that address you by 

your full and correctly spelled name

goes unopened into the trash, 

then, of course, your number 

comes up, waits around 

a while, and goes on 

without you. 
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